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HOYO DE MONTERREY EPICURE NO.2 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light     4 ⅞” (124mm) 50 

 

TASTING NOTES 

 

Mellow, yet intensely flavourful, the cigar possesses a refreshing light tannin 

to begin with, transitioning to a more peppery quality in time, with plenty of 

earth, cedar and minerality at its base. 

£39 

 
HOYO DE MONTERREY HERMOSOS No. 4 ANEJADOS 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light     5” (127mm) 48 

 

TASTING NOTES 

 

Aged for between 5 to 8 years in the perfect humidity conditions of Cuba. 

Notes of pepper and leather are present throughout with bittersweet dark 

chocolate popping up towards the end. 

 £42 

 
QUAI D’ORSAY No.54 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light    5 ⅓” (135mm) 54 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

The flavours and aromas start off light which soon develops into sweet 

flavours of vanilla with a subtle nuttiness coating the palate. The smoke stays 

light throughout making the perfect morning smoke!  

£45 

 



QUAI D’ORSAY No.50 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light  4 ⅜”(110mm) 50 

 

TASTING NOTES 

 

This 2017 release from Quai d'Orsay offers smokers a lighter alternative in a 

popular size, and comes dressed in new a band that is destined to become 

standard across the range. 

£30 

 
H.UPMANN MAGNUM 50 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light to Medium   6 1/4”(161mm) 50 

 

TASTING NOTES 

 

Piloted as one of the highly successful 2005 Edicion Limitadas, the Magnum 

50 entered the range as a standard size in 2008. A big cigar, just over six 

inches in length, that delivers a rounded, mellow flavour and aroma. 

£50 

 
H.UPMANN MAGNUM 54 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light to Medium   4 ¾” (120mm) 54 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Light to medium strength, with lovely flavor intensity and a nice creamy 

texture. Notes of coffee beans and cocoa like flavors with some sweet spice 

and cedar wood, and vanilla.  

£45 
 

 

 

 

 



H.UPMANN MAGNUM ROBUSTO ANEJADOS 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Light to Medium    4 ⅞” (124mm) 50 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Aged for between 5 to 8 years in the perfect humidity conditions of Cuba. 

Creamy texture and light to medium strength with some spiciness. Great nutty 

flavours and creamy structure  

£47 

 
TRINIDAD COLONIALES 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Medium   5 1/4”(132mm) 44 

 

TASTING NOTES 

 

Very smooth and creamy draw with hints of macademia, leather and coffee. 

Similar to the Cohiba Siglo II but with a bit more subtlety with its earthy and 

floral notes. 
£58 

 
ROMEO Y JULIETA WIDE CHURCHILL 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Medium 5 1/4”(130mm) 55 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

A long, smooth smoke which remains delightfully toasty in spite of its 

thickness. This cigar begins with a subtle dry tannin and mineral base and 

maintains intensely leathery notes throughout. 
 £50 

 

 



ROMEO Y JULIETA CHURCHILL ANEJADOS 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Medium    7” (178mm) 47 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Aged for between 5 to 8 years in the perfect humidity conditions of Cuba. The 

extra age has mellowed this medium-bodied cigar, rounding off much of the 

exuberance of youth and bringing a softer, balanced, and more floral smoke. 

£68 

 
MONTECRISTO NO.4  

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Medium to Full 5 1/8” (129mm) 42 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Firm and well-made, this Cuban cigar offers a long, smooth smoke and is 

fragrant with notes of roasted coffee, caramel, vanilla and cocoa throughout. 

The most popular individual handmade cigar in the UK. 
 £29  

 
VEGAS ROBAINA UNICOS 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Medium to Full    6 1/8”(156mm) 52 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

This unrivalled Piramide contains strong, characterful and well balanced 

flavours of coffee, pepper and chocolate. Boasts an even burn and a signature 

smooth but spicy scent all the way to the finish. 

£48 

 

 



RAMON ALONES SPECIALLY SELECTED 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Full    4 ⅞” (124mm) 50 

 

TASTING NOTES 

 

A spicy and earthy Robusto rich and deeply complex. Possibly the best 

robusto for an after dinner smoke with a good cool easy draw and 

characteristic dark wrapper. 
£42 

 
PARTAGAS SERIE D N.4 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Full    4 ⅞” (124mm) 50 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Many see this as the definitive Robusto. With its controlled, rich, complex 

taste and distinctive red and gold band, they have a good point. A pure bred 

Havana. A king amongst Robusto cigars. 
£42 

 
PARTAGAS SERIE E  N.2 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Full 5 ½” / 140mm 54 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Notes of wood, leather, tobacco, and an earthy backdrop, with something of a 

“barnyard” motif. There is a hint of sweetness right from the beginning, but 

very little spice. 

£60 

 

 



PARTAGAS CORONA GORDAS ANEJADOS 

BODY LENGTH RING GAUGE 

Full 5 ⅝ ” (143mm) 46 

 

TASTING NOTES 

     

Aged for between 5 to 8 years in the perfect humidity conditions of Cuba. The 

years that these cigars have spent resting in Cuba, in ideal conditions, have 

mellowed some of the more robust characteristics associated with Partagas. 

What remains is a superb and well-balanced smoke with a rare delicacy. 

£46 

 


